Introduction
This ovexviewintroduces the NIF Integrated Control System (ICCS) architecture. The design is abstract to allow the construction of many similar applications from a common fiarnework. This summary lays the essential foundation for understanding the model-based engineering approach used to execute the design.
The NIF design effort is motivated by the magnitude of the task. The NIF requires integration of about 40,000 atypicaI control points, must be highly automated and robus~and will operate continuously around the clock. The risk associated with complex control systems can be greaã nd the~have been recent examples where the utility of scientific facilities has been limited by inflexible system amhitectures. Typically control systems must absorb significant changes in mqirements late in project construction, resulting from delayed requirement resolution in other areas. Furthermore, facilities such as the NTFrepresent major capital investments that will be operated, main~~and upgraded for decades.
Risks tothe infrastructure am mitigatedin the ICCSdesign by incorporating modularity,
segmentation, and open-systems standards so that components and subsystems can be replaced at designated interface points ifnecewmy. Risks to the control system software are manag~~ough a modem object+riented software flamework that is used to construct all applications and that will be extensible and maintainable throughout the project life cycle. This fiarnework is mumble across muhipIe applications (and indeed other projects) and offers interoperability among computem and operating systems by leveraging a common object request broker architecture (CORBA).
The Integrated Computer Control System (ICCS) architecture was created to address the general problem of providing distributed controls for medium to large-scale scientific (or other" automated facilities) that do not require significant real-time capability within the supervisoqI softswue.The ICCS architectwe is generally applicable to the class of eventdriven control systems where client-sexvertactics am appropriate. This is the case for the NE, as the shot time-line cccurs over several hours and can be suspended if necessary. Some real-time control is inevitably necessq this is handledeither by the Integrated Timing Systeq the Industrial Control System segment or at the edges of the architecture. This overview is limited to discussing the client-server segment of the architecture that contains the supervisory software. Many terms used in this document are defined in refenmce 1.
The following sections discuss severaI important views of the system . Layered control system model The ICCSis a layered architecture consisting of front end processors (FEP) coordinated by a supervisory system~igurc 1]. The supervisory layer, which is hosted on UNfX workstations, provides centralized operator controls and status, data adivirrg, and integration services. FEP unitsarcconstructed from VME-bus or Compact PCIcratesof embedded controllers and interfaces thatattachto controlpoints. l%P softwwc. provides the distributed services needed to operate the control points by the supervisory system. Functions requiring real-time implementation arc allocated to software witbin the FEP orembedded controller, which is located at the edge of the architecture and tkereforc does not require communication over the local area network The softwwe is distributed among the computers and provides plug-in software extensibili~by using services from CORBA. The supervisory control Zqer is a largesot%vam system that provides the human interface in the form of operator displays, data retieval and processing, and coordination of con~l functions for the ND?.This layer is partitioned into several cohesive subsystems, each of which controls a prima-y NIF subsystem such as alignment or power conditioning. Several databases are incorporated to manage both experimental data and data used during operations and maintenance. The subsystems am integrated to ccmrdinateoperation of laser and target area equipment. The supcMsory software is respmsible for duties ranging from confQumtion and control sequencing to data processing and archival.
The real-time confrol layer contains many kinds of FEP thatimplement the distributed portion of the ICCSby interfacing to the NIF control points (aka devices). The FEP software performs sequencing, data aequiskion and reduction, and device control. The sotbmre framework includes a standard way for FEP units to be integrated into the supervisory system by providing a common distribution mechanism coupled with patterns for device contlgumtion, control, and status monitoring functions.
The contmlpoints arc sensors and actuators attached to interface boards plugged into the FEP backplane. In many cases, control points are handled by intelligent components that incorporate local microprocessors operated by small freed programs (known as ernbeoiied controllers). In a few cases, remote devices attach to FEP units by utilizing a low-cost network of microcontrollers known as afield bus. The sotlware running in the embedded controller does much of the low-level work that would otherwise be imposed on tire FEP. Example components in this layer are stepping motor controllers, photodiode detectors, and pewer supply controls.
The NIF Software Applications
Eight supervisory and thirteen front end processor applications arc used to implement the specific nqdrements of the NE cormol system as shown in the layered diagram of Figure 2 . This partitioning of applications is derived from the organization of rhe NIF equipment and associated work breakdown sQucture. The cohesiveness and coupling of the architecture is good because most corrmiunication occurs either within an application's tasks or vertically between layers while~g coupling bcmveenadjacent applications.
Software applications intheNIPcnntrol system d At the topmost layer the Shot Dinxtor application coordinates the superviscxy subsystems to achieve integrated facility operation. The bottom layer is comprised of FEPs that provide device control services to upper layer sohmre. The Application FEP layer introduces capability for autonomous control and both provides services to uppr layers and uses services from the layer below. The major control subsystems are represented in the Supemisoxy Layer, which are S~below.
The Alignment application is an ensemble of processes that work in unison to provide manual and automatic alignment of the beam transport system. Integrating the largest of the subsystems, the software remotely controls and monitors thousands of motorized devices attached to over a hundred Alignment Control FEPs. Additional FEPs for Automatic Alignment and Wavefront control are integrated into this application.
The Plasma Electrode Pockels Cell (PEP(2) application and FIR serves to control, diagnose, and maintain the electro-optic switch that enables mukipass operation of the main laser amplifiers.
The Power Conditioning application integrates the control and monitoring of power supply modules and FEPs that are located in four high-voltage capacitor banks. Each module in tum drives and monitors multiple flash lamp circuits. Operatoxscontrol the settings on the bank modules and view module status and feedback on graphical user interface (GLJl)displays. The GUI monitors the charging voltage and lamp current during operation.
The Laser Diagnostics application and FEP measums laser performance and power on the target. Precision operation is achieved by adjusting the laser controls based on these meanuements combined with a modeI of the laser chain performance. The subsystem integrates the control and collection of sensor energy di@ laser puke temporal da@ and beam images from various locations on each of the beams.
The Target Diagnostic application and FEP is the most dynamic. The NIP is expected to accommodate a varying suite of diagnostics, and the control system provides an open architecture that &fines high-level services that can be exten~with modest effo* to sewe the needs of instruments that will amive *r the facility is operational.
Operation of the master oscillator and the 48 preamplifier modules is supervised by the Optical Pulse Generation (OFG) application and associated FEPs. This subsystem is particularly interesting because it contains independent elements of beam diagnostics, power conditioning, and alignment.
Industrial control rounds out the suite of supxvisay applications by integrating the distributed portions of the separate Industrial Control segment which is highlighted by the Safety Interlock System. This segment also includes the vacuum and gas controls in both the Beam Transport System and the Target Chamber System as well as incorpomtes the data logging performed by the Facility Environmental Monitor.
4 Hardware Infmstructum Figure 3 shows the NIF computer system and netwo~which is comprised several hundred processors distributed over an ma roughly two football fields in size. The main control room contains seven graphics consoles, each of which houses two workstations with dual displays.
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The applications discussed above am normally assigned to execute and be operated horn one Pb console,~~ough the software can easily be moved and is intended to be operated from remote graphics terminals lecated near the tint end equipment. A pair of fde servers provides disk storage and archival databases for the entixe system as well as well as hosting centralized management and naming services necessary for coordinating "tie facility operation.
The netwcr backbone is built from ATM switches that arc capable of carrying digital motion video (isa :onous traffic) as well as TCP/IP (asynchronous traflic). TCP/IP is used for most. commurri ..ions. FEPs am generally attached to shared Etheme~switched EthemeL or Fast Ethernet ymling on the bandwidth requirements of the control devices and supervisory commnr. .:tion.Some FEPs and all workstations and file servers are attached directly to ATM for mti. .un communications performance. ATM switching offers the advantage that the network. segmented to isolate trafllc among gxoups of collaborating computers. Furtberm re, the ATM standard provides facilities (e.g. permanent vidml circuits and a quality C!service protccol) that guarantee bandwidth is available for time-critical commmicatiorrs such as digital motion video.
CORBA Distribution
Past axhitectural approaches to distributed controls have relied on the technique of building large application progmrmning interface (APO libraries for each category. The API gives applications access to functions implemented throughout the architecture. This practice results in the programming of large numbers of application intet-conrredionsthat quickly increase the system'complexity, and make softvme maintenance and evolutionary change much more diffkuk. A more modem approach to the distributedcomputittg problem is to use a clientserver architecture in which software processes communicate using CORBA distribution.
CORBA is a standard developed by a consortium of all major computer vendors to propel the dominance of distributed objects on local area networks and the worldwide web. The best way to think of CORBA is as the universal "software bus". CORBA is a series of sophisticated, but standard sockets into which software objects can "plug and play" to irrteropaate with one another. Even when made by different vendors, at different times, the object interfaces are standard enough to ceexist and intemperate. By design, CORBA objects operate across languages, operating systems, networks, and tools.
When objects interact it is convenient to label one the client (i.e. the object that initiates the interaction), and the other the server (i.e. the passive object that responds to the initiative). CORBA provides tools for building both clients and servers, and indeed allows an object to be a client in some interactions and a server in others.
At a greatly sirnplitied level, the major parts of CORBA are shown in I@re 4. The interface typ.s and methods provided by the Server Objects and used by the Clients are defined by an industry standard Interface Definition Language (IDL). 'fhe IDL compiler examines the interface specification and generates the necessay interface code and templates into which user-specflc code is added. The code in the Client that makes use of CORBA objects is written as if the Sewer was locally available and directly callable -CORBA takes care of all the rest.
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Figure4
CORBAd~tributionbnplemenb a software bus on the network
ICCS SoftvvamDevelopment Envhnment
ICCS software development is managed under a sotiare quality assurance plan3 that covers the entire life cycle of the software design, production, and maintenance. Suppordng that plan ICCS ArehitecturaI Overview NIF-2479 m software engineering tools that are proven capable of execoting large object-oriented projects. Object-oriented analysis and design follow the strategies expressed by Boah4.
The tools and tbe integrated sofLwaredevelopment prcxess are depicted in F&e 5. Central to the ICCS development am documentation standards for requirement speeitications (SRS) and software.design descriptions (SDD). These documents are essential to the long-term maintainability of the software in view of periodic wftwam upgrades and sttilng turnover expected over the 30-year life of the NIF. Flowchart of the ICCS software engineering process Detailed nxyirements expressed in the SRS am analyzed and result in the object-oriented design maintained by the Rose tool. Classes m defined to implement the responsibilities of the sofhvam. Important soilware use eases are expressed in terms of object scenario diagIzuOS. In geneml terms, Rose is used to model the interfaces and interactions between rnsjor software entities in the design. After the modeling cycle is complete, the Rose ted generates the Ada a ICCS Amhitectud Overview NIF-2479 specifications corresponding to the class interface arid type deftitions. The developer Iills in the detailed coding necessary to implement internal details of each class. Classes that are distributed generate IDL, which is passed through the IDL compiler to generate Ada code as before. The SDD is a narrative document for explaining the object-oriented model and contains other design material necessary for implementing the sohvare.
The AA source code then takes one of two paths depending on the target processor architecture. For Solaris, the source is compiled, linked, debugged, and tested on the workstation. For PowerPC or other VxWorks targets, the source is compiled and debugged under the Apex Works cross-compilation system. In either case, the models, sources, binaries, and run-time images are managed by the Apx configuration management system which provides full capability for version control. Using Apex subsystem facilities, the frameworks can be independently developed by different engineers, each of which has a protected view of the other components.
The ICCS incorporates A@ CORB& and objectdented techniques to enhance the opemess of the iudkecture and portability of the software. As a consequence, many alternate implementation choices exist now and more will surface in the fitue. Notable examples of interesting tools include Windows NT and the Intel family of processom At the current state of implementation, the tds used to construct the ICCS are indicated in Table 1 . The ICCS supeMsory software framework is a collection of collaborating abstractions that are used for the conshuction of the application software. Frameworks reduce the amount of coding necessary by providing prcbuilt components that can be extended to accommodate specific additional requhements. The ti-arneworkafso promotes code reuse by providing a standard model and interconnecting backplane that is shared from one application to the next The framework concept enables the cost-effective construction of the NIF software and provides the basis for long-tenrr maintairrabiity and upgrades.
Components in the ICCS framework plug into the CORJ3Abus, as shows in Figure 6 . Using thisvery simple view of the components, a few scenarios can be described. OraphicaJ user interface works with status report to provide opxator controls by collaborating with device conhd and status monitor objects lecated in the front end processor. Archive (and a commercial database) adda the services needed for exp-irnental data processing and trending of machine performance. Contlgumtion interacts with object factories to create, locate, and coordinate the software objects that implement device services within the FEP. Other components (not shown in the figure) provide event logging smdprocess interlock services.
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ICCSframeworkobjectsplugfntotheCORBAsoftwarebus
An example of two objects that coffatxmateis tire interaction between a status monitor object that watches a motor device and informs a pardcufar status report object when the motor moves. The status report (on the supervisory workstation) is responsible to collect the stream of status updates from the status monitor (on the FEP) and make them available to the operators. The status report object updates a graphic user interface so an operator can see the current status of the motor device. This scenario is an example of two objects that work together smoothly even though they are on different computers.
The following subsedions introduce the ten fi-arneworkathat form the basis of the ICCS supervisory software.
Configuration
Co@uration is a hierarchical organization for the static data that define the hardware control points that am accessible to the ICCS. Con@sration provides a taxononsic system that is used as the key by which clients locate devices (and other software.scr+ces) on the COIU3Abuy the conjuration hierarchy is the unique source of &vice identifying information within the ICCS. During normal operation, configuration provides to clients the CORBA references to all distributed objects. A useful feature of conjuration is the ability to select entire branches of the hierarchy for subsequent operations.
The naming convention for ND?devices is described in reference 6. A taxon is the hierarchical name given to nodes in the cordiguration data structure and has the general forrm
Taxon + (LoeatioL lhi~Componen~Identi6er).
An important responsibility of cotilguration is the initialization of front end processon during startup. Conf@ration data are stored in the database and describe how and where the control hardware is installed in the system. Calibration data for sensors, setpoints for alignment devices, and I/O channels used by devices on interface boards are examples of static data managed by co@uration. During ICCS startup, this fiarnework collaborates with an object factory located in the FEP. Using the data and methods stored in the configuration database, the object factory instantiates, initializes, and determines the CORBA refenmce for each device and controller object in the FEP.
Status Monitor
The status monitor provides generalized services for broad-view operator display of device status information using the push model of event notification. The status monitor observes devices and notifies other parts of the system when the status changes by a significant amount.
The status monitor assures that timely status is available to the supervisory layer from thousands of devices, while economizing on network traf%c.Economy is achieved by periodically polling devices at sensible rates with a monitor object located in the FEP; network messages are only generated when changes of interest occur. Furthermore, status information from each FEP is aggregated into a single network message for trausrnission to the client in the supenisory workstation. Monitor objects have periodic rates typically ranging km 0.1 to 10 seconds. A falteringmechanism is provided for managing the change threshold.
Sequence Control Language
The sequence control language (XL) fi-ameworkis used to create custom scripting languages for the NSFapplications. The SCL service automates sequences of commands executed on the distributed control points or other software artifacts. Each SCL instance provides access to a subset of the ICCS device control and status methods available for a particular application domain area Script languages are implemented internally with the Tool Command Language (TcI) interpreter.
The SCL provides the following control constructs: . 
7A Graphical User Interface
AUhuman intera@on with the ICCS will be via graphical user interfaces displayed upon contrrd room consoles or on X Terminals distributed throughout the facility. The GUI is implemented as a fi-arneworkin order to ensurv consistency across the applications. The GUI framework is based upon the X Windows system and Motif policies. Commercial GUI development tools arc used to construct the display graphics. Ii-Iaddition, the color scheme used on Nova is incorporated to provide continuity to operators as they migrate tkom that system to the NIF. GUI panelusedto accessallNIFsubsystem interfaces.
Meesage lmg
The message log provides event notification artd atchiving seMees to all subsystems or clients within the ICCS. A central saver colkts incoming messages and associated amibutes tium pruc6ses on the netwo~writes them to appropriate persistent stores, and also forwards copies to interested obsetvers. The central message log server is a CORBA objet; and there can be multiple instances if warranted to support load leveling. The message log persistent stote can be either a disk fde or a &tabasc. The interested observers are primarily GUI windows on the screens of operators' consoles. While message logs arc saved, observations arc available in real-time as the messages SE.received. The fiarnework allows arty numl.xxof observers to be attached or detached at any time.
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Message attributes consist of the subsystem name, affected NIF component name, and time stamp. For real-time observers, these attributes allow falteringso that each window can be configured to display only those messages of intenxt at a particular console. The same attributes also allow selective retrieval of messages from saved logs.
Another responsibility of this fimnework is the alert system. Any ICCS application encountering a situation that requires immediate attention mises an alem which then requires interaction with an operator to proceed. The alert system records its transactions so that the data can be analyzed after the fact.
Resemations
The reservation flarnework manages access to devices by giving one client exclusive rights to control or otherwise alter the device. The framework uses a lock-and-key model. Reserved devices that are "locked" can only be manipulated if and when a client pments the "key". Provision is made to allow an entire subtree tim the conjuration hierarchy to be reserved in one operation. Additionally, provision is made to constmct groups of devices for convenient reservation. Read access to obtain status is not affected by the nxervation.
As an example, the reservation service coupled with sequence control is typically used to implement machine proiess interlocks. These are specflc configurations of the laser-and target-area hardwaxeimposed to prevent damage to equipment (not related to personnel safety) or loss of shot data. Sequence control reserves needed devices and executes functions using the devices to establish conditions needed. Further access is prevented by the resemation service until the devices are released.
System Manager
The system manager provides services essential for the integrated management of the ICCS network of hundreds of computers. This component ensures necessay processes and computers are operating and communicating. Services include parametrized system startup, shutdown, and process watchdog monitoring. An important responsibility is coordimting the sequence of restarting portions (or all) of the ICCS computer system. FEPs can be started in either networked or stand-alone modes.
System manager is distributed; a central system manager expects periodic reports from system managem located in each workstation and FEPastothe operating status of the processes on each machine. The central system manager maintains a central view the entire ICCS and also collects metrics tim the computem and network. This data maybe reviewed to evaluate ovexallICCS performance. Clients subtibe to the central system manager in order to be notified when a given processor or process fails or changes in a significant way.
Machine History Archiie
Machine history is information about the performance and operation of the NIF that originates within the ICCS. The histoly archive collects &ta for analysis of the F/IF operation in order to improve efficiency and reliability. Some information is also copied to the facility product data management (PDM) system to support the d.iability, availability, and maintainability (RAM) goals of the facility. 
Expexirnental setup configurations
This liamework allows different applications to define history records as extensible objects and to build histories as constantly growing series of histo~records. Any ICCS component can instantiate services from the history archive framework. History records are extensible to allow more attributes to be included in later history records as requirements evolve. The fkunework supports the retrieval of multiple histories of large groups of objects so thx for example, one can generate a report on the performance of all motors for studying reliability and predicting preventive maintenance.
Generic Front End Processor
The generic FEP fkarnework pulls together the distributed aspects of the other frameworks (ii particular system manager, configuration, status monitor,and reservation) by adding unique classes for supporting device and controller interfacing. These classes are nxponsible for hooking in CORBA distribution as well as implementing the creation, initialization, and connection of device and l/O controller objects. The generic FEP also defines a common hardware basis including the target processor amhitecture, backplane, UO boards, device drivem, and field bus support. The FEP application &veloper extends the base classes to incorporate specific fimctionality and state machine controls.
Shot Data Archive
The ICCS is not responsible for the permanentstorage(archive)or indepth study of shot &tX it is however responsible for collecting the data tim the diagnostics, making the data immediately available for "quick 100I?'analysis, and delivering the data to an archive; The tlamework contains a server working in collaboration with the system manager to assure that requested shot data are &livered to a disk staging area The archive semer is responsible for building a table of contents file and then fonwuding the table and all data files to the archive.
An importantaspect of this framework is that all data ties will be written in one of a few approved foxmats.Jn addition to text files, the most favored format will be HDF files. Many commercial off-the-shelf viswdization tools (such as Interactive Data Language) can read this self-describing data forrr@ so the Ikamework saves physicists from having to translate data formats before viewing their results. The definition of shot data includes not only the target diagnostics data but also timing and laser diagnostics data that will heIp experimentalists intapmt their results.
Software
Deployment
Many factorsareconsidered duringthe object-oriented design process including the distribution and/or co-location of software objects, persistence, concurrency, and the partitioning of the s~tem to optimize.performance fid minimize unnecessary coupling. In the deployment phase, objects are coIlccted into run-time processes that execute on the ICCS computers. Objects instantiated from the framework classes, along with specialized objects created for the specific application, are coalesced into processes and allocated to computers in the network (F@rrc 7). Classes of computers in the system (diagrarnmed as shaded boxes) are the console workstation, the front end processor, and the fde server. Devices that attach to the computers include the operator displays, databases, and control points. Entities listed inside the computer boxes represent the processes running under UNIX or, in the case of VxWorks, separate tasks. Main prccesscs include the operator GUI, which is responsible for managing graphical output snd operator input many copies of this process can run to support more than one operator connection to the control system orchestrated by a common executive process. The status report process responds to many status monitor tasks (one runs on each front end processor) to collect and titer status changes in the equipment..The data collected is available to all interested broad-view status displays (managed by the operator GUT).The contiguradon server is utifized to startup conbml points in the FEP by collaboradng with object factory tasks. During normal operadon, all processes in the ICCS locate the CORBA references to device conhmltasks operating in the FEPs by using configuration sewices. The archive servers, ss well as the con@rration server, store and access prsistent data managed by the database.
The performance and capacity of various ICCS deployment strategies is assessed by modeling and simulation, and verified by prototype measurements. In the event a shortcoming is &tectcd the architecture can easily be repardtioned or the network enhanced with faster equipment to meet requirements.
Summary
TheICCS is being developed using the iterative approach to software construction. This technique is proven effective for projects whose requirements are not fully known until late in the project development. Five iterations are planned prior to the fmt facility deployment of the ICCS software. Each new release will follow a plan aimed at addressing the greatest risks to the architecture.
At this early stage in the ICCS design, the fmt prototype release has been completed arrd demonstrated on the ICCS testbed shown in Figure 9 . The testbed includes several FEPs, a small tabletop alignment system, and an ATM network. It demonstrates integrated operation of six of the frameworks collaborating over CORBA communications.
Figure 9
Integrated computer control system testbed Constmction of the ICCS incorporates many of the latest advarrees in computer and soflware technology. Primary goals of the design are to provide an opm, extensible, and reliable architecture that can be maintained and upg-aded for dceades. The design permits software reuse and allows the system to be constructed within budget. The design is sufficiently abstract to allow future control systems to take advantage of this work.
